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Introduction:  
The Age of the Online Mall
Almost everyone has heard about or used Amazon, eBay, or Alibaba. These 
marketplaces are now ubiquitous; the online equivalent of a vast department 
store where third-party sellers offer their wares and fulfill orders. The accelerated 
uptake of eCommerce has cast a halo effect on online marketplaces. In fact, 
research carried out by Mirakl for the Enterprise Marketplace Index found that for 
the second year in a row marketplace growth doubled overall eCommerce growth 
in the last quarter of 2021. To capitalize on this acceleration and meet rising buyer 
expectations, companies are looking to launch their own enterprise marketplace.

Marketplaces have huge economic clout when it comes to eCommerce. Online 
marketplaces dominate global eCommerce and it’s becoming harder to ignore the 
sheer volume of traffic and revenue opportunity that exists there. The world’s largest 
online shopping malls sold $3.23 trillion through their digital platforms last year and 
accounted for two-thirds of global eCommerce sales.1 Even in a today’s complex 
environment, Amazon’s revenue from third-party sellers increased by over 9% in Q2 
this year. Looking forward, sales on consumer-focused marketplaces could reach an 
estimated $3.5 trillion by 2024, according to iBe.

The marketplace model offers benefits to all stakeholders: consumers have more 
choice and convenience, retailers operating marketplaces are able to achieve 
scalable growth without increased inventory cost, and sellers are able to reach a 
new customer base without increased marketing costs.

These are the hallmarks of the “one-stop shop” digital bazaar, whether it’s Etsy 
or Walmart, Tmall or Airbnb, Target or Wish. Their primary goal is to increase the 
chance of consumers finding what they want on the company’s site, boosting web 
traffic and revenues in the process. One of the primary reasons consumers the world 
over enjoy visiting a department store or outlet is the ability to browse and pick from 
a variety of brands and styles in one place. This is no different online. When 53% 
of US adults begin their product searches on Amazon, this shows you the value 
of marketplaces. Amazon has been leveraging the power of third-party sellers for 
years, but this model, the marketplace model, does not belong to the digital giants. 
In launching their own enterprise marketplace, organizations can reap the benefits 
of a much wider profit pools and increase customer satisfaction.

1  “Global Online Marketplaces Database.” Digital Commerce 360. 
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Why now? What’s changed? 
In 2021, 70% of consumers worldwide now believe online marketplaces are the 
most convenient way to shop, while 66% prefer sites with online marketplaces 
over those that don’t.2 Consumers increasingly expect endless aisles, high levels of 
convenience, and the ability to choose from a large array of products; an expectation 
that can be fulfilled by a marketplace of third-party sellers, which can much more 
easily scale a product offering than a single retailer offering only first-party products. 
This affects how people shop – we now live in an era of much greater expectations. 

At the same time, it’s becoming extremely difficult to win and compete across all 
retail and business sectors: customer acquisition costs are extremely high, and 
you have to get the costs right to optimize profits. Consumers, particularly, are also 
increasingly fickle. In response, businesses are increasingly launching their own 
enterprise marketplaces, which enable them to meet and exceed consumer demand. 
Marketplaces allow businesses to scale up their offering with more products from 
third parties, so a consumer can always find what they are looking for.

2 “The State of Online Marketplace Adoption.” Mirakl. 2022.  
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The big marketplaces have also become extremely crowded. There are roughly 
two million active sellers on Amazon alone.3 It is therefore getting more expensive 
to sell on this site, and other large behemoths, because of increased competition. 
Businesses’ return on advertising spend on large marketplaces has declined in 
recent years, as a result of the proliferation of third-party sellers. This is part of the 
reason why sellers are seeking other platforms to sell on. 

What’s also improved is the availability of digital solutions to create marketplaces. 
Highly scalable and agile platforms, such as the Mirakl Marketplace Platform, can 
be easily leveraged by brands to scale their offering at speed. Also important 
is the fact that many of these solutions can even be integrated seamlessly into 
existing eCommerce solutions, providing business with a best-of-breed solution. 
Times have changed.

—  Philippe Corrot, co-founder and co-CEO, Mirakl

“ Traditional business models have reached their 
limits. Businesses that survive and thrive choose 
the marketplace model because it is the only 
model with the resilience, agility, and scalability 
needed for future growth.”

3  “Why Express, Urban Outfitters and J.Crew Now Sell Items From All Over Online.” The Wall Street Journal. June 15, 2021. 
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What are current  
marketplace trends?
In an era of endless choice, where prices are competitive and 
next-day delivery is a near given, brands must shift the dial on 
what they offer customers. There’s a move from transactional 
marketplaces to ones that are more customer-centric and 
that offer a wider, but also highly curated, product offering. 
Those brands that give shoppers better tools to make the right 
choices quickly and easily win. We take a look at some of the 
current marketplace trends.

01 | Peer reviews 
As online shopping has dramatically risen in recent years, so 
has the need for consumer reviews. These now influence the 
majority of purchases that we make, with 71% of consumers 
reporting that they research seller reviews before making a 
purchase on an online marketplace. The marketplace format 
is good at pooling reviews so customers can compare like-for-
like in one place. The more reviews there are in one place the 
greater benefit this is to the consumer.

02 | Informed choices  
The age of the specialized, customer-centric marketplace 
is therefore upon us, one that offers a best-in-class buying 
experience, with filters, categories, and product discovery 
criteria that matter. Some are offering personal concierge 
services for, say, product samples, or more in-depth technical 
product inquiries. Others offer overviews on sector trends, rich 
content, and reviews. The focus is on allowing customers to 
make informed choices.

Right now, customers want to be empowered when it comes 
to product discovery. They want a richer selection of filters and 
the ability to personalize and save searches. 
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— Paul Lynch, Head of Experience and Commerce, Merkle UK

Anybody can sell anything on Amazon, but do 
you know whether your customer is on there 
and whether they value this platform? Enterprise 
marketplaces shift the power balance.” 

“

03 | Curation at scale is key 
In recent years, the term “curation” has taken on a new and unnecessarily restrictive 
meaning in commerce, with enterprises using it to indicate a careful selection of 
products that correspond to consumer expectations of the brand’s DNA, often 
resulting in an extremely limited assortment. Along the way, the much simpler classical 
definition – to select and care for objects shown as part of a collection – has been lost.

Successful curation doesn’t require compromising the rules of commerce. Consider 
the role model of the world’s largest art museum, the Louvre: its eight curatorial 
departments are dedicated not to restricting visitors’ access to its millions of objects, 
but rather, to ensuring that its vast collection has a point-of-view and is showcased in 
ways that provide the best possible experience for each and every one of its visitors. 
In the most successful enterprise marketplaces, therefore, scale and curation must go 
hand-in-hand. Offering a wide range of products at competitive prices is essential to 
meeting customers’ expectations. To get there without compromising on the brand’s 
DNA, you can equip your team with the technology and resources that empower 
them to manage curation at scale. Selecting the right assortment, onboarding the 
right sellers, and choosing the right platform, is a great foundation for launching, and 
scaling, a curated marketplace. 

With a strong curation strategy, businesses have a powerful tool at their disposal 
to precisely expand their catalogue without sacrificing brand integrity. The curated 
marketplace allows organizations across all verticals to effectively meet the needs of 
their customers and remain at the forefront of the eCommerce revolution.

04 | Sustainable, local commerce  
Many organizations are being forced to respond to demand for locally sourced, 
sustainably produced products. In line with this, customers often want to buy from 
local independent brands to support their community. The marketplace model is ideal 
for onboarding local sellers with ease and at speed. 
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•  Do I want to become supply chain failproof? 

•  Do I find it difficult to forecast accurately to protect my margins? 

• Does it take weeks or months to add new suppliers? 

•  Is my product range limited by inventory risk, costs, and logistical constraints? 

• Do I want to optimize SEO without increasing marketing spend?

If your answer is yes to these questions, then it may be time for your company to 
launch its own marketplace: 

DOES MY BUSINESS NEED TO LAUNCH A MARKETPLACE?

Which businesses are adopting enterprise 
marketplaces?
Many traditional eCommerce sellers have already or are now looking to 
adopt this model. Niche players are also first movers in this area, from 
premium sportswear and organic beauty products to high-end homeware and 
pharmaceutical products. Marketplaces have become a crucial line of revenue 
for many large retailers since they collect commissions from sellers. In fact, 
hundreds of the world’s most trusted brands have adopted the marketplace 
model, including B&Q, Carrefour, Decathlon, The Kroger Co., Leroy Merlin, 
Maisons du Monde, Superdrug, and Unbound Group (Hotter Shoes), among 
many others.

The marketplace operator doesn’t have to source, purchase, or warehouse any 
inventory. The costs and risks of housing stock are therefore reduced when 
third parties are involved. In this digitally mirrored world, brick-and-mortar 
department stores across the world will be missing out if it is not building a 
marketplace online.
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What about the fear of product 
cannibalization?
Cannibalization is a concern often cited by organizations evaluating their 
marketplace strategies, as they worry that offering third-party products in core 
categories will introduce unwanted competition and take away sales from their 
owned inventory. In reality, the data proves that opening your marketplace 
across core and non-core categories increases overall gross merchandise 
value (GMV), boosting your bottom line. 

This strategy also elevates your understanding of what your customers seek. 
You can use your marketplace as a way to test and learn more about what your 
buyers actually want – and what they look to you for – without taking on the 
cost and risk of owning that inventory yourself. 

Ultimately, by opening up your eCommerce platform to third-party sellers, you 
will actually strengthen your brand, guaranteeing your status as a “one-stop 
shop” that responds and exceeds your customers’ demand. The end result: 
improved customer satisfaction and a stronger bottom line.

Why an enterprise marketplace?
Many businesses are looking to grow sales through their digital channels, 
while cautiously keeping an eye on their bottom line. A marketplace can 
be a low-risk enabler for accelerating sales through a digital platform. The 
risk burden and investment falls to third-party sellers in terms of inventory 
forecasting, warehousing, packing, shipping, logistics, and some elements of 
customer service.

Marketplaces allow businesses to offer a broader assortment of goods and 
services to their customers than was possible with traditional commerce 
models. It’s about going beyond the one-time purchase. The right 
marketplace is much more appealing for customers. They are more likely 
to stay on your website, more likely to browse, discover products, and 
eventually convert and return because there is a greater chance they will find 
what they need and more. 
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If businesses get their marketplace right, it is easy for them to expand rapidly, 
add new categories, drive higher sales, and respond to any shifts in demand 
- an increasingly important element when external market factors are having 
a huge impact on supply chain - without purchasing or creating new products 
themselves. More product listings also mean better answers for on-site search 
queries, this can result in bigger orders and fewer abandoned shopping carts.

As the past few years have proven, consumer demand is increasingly 
unpredictable. This matters because while brands need to be able to respond 
to these changes and new trends more quickly, they also need to mitigate risk 
of taking on too much inventory. The marketplace model allows businesses to 
adapt quickly and bring new third-party sellers, products, and offerings to the 
consumer without the risk. 

Below, we consider 11 essential best practices on how to successfully launch 
and run a marketplace, brought together based on the experiences of some of 
the world’s most trusted enterprise marketplaces.

The marketplace model allows businesses to 
adapt quickly and bring new third-party sellers, 
products, and offerings to the consumer rapidly.
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01 | Forget the IT project – go all-in from the start 

02 | Leave fears of product cannibalization in the past 

03 | Enable competition to accelerate growth 

04 | Don’t put your marketplace in a box – use it to amplify your growth 

05 | Beware of the “do it yourself” trap 

06 |  Don’t confuse curation with scarcity – stay true to your brand DNA by 
embracing curation at scale 

07 | Integrate your marketplace wherever your buyers are 

08 | Give your marketplace a marketing plan of its own 

09 | Bring every stakeholder to the table 

10 | Invest in building the team that your marketplace deserves

11 | Use your marketplace performance data wisely

11 BEST PRACTICES FOR MARKETPLACE SUCCESS 

Learn more via: www.mirakl.com/resources/11-essential-best-practices-from-leading-
enterprise-marketplaces
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Value-added services
Those marketplaces that make themselves invaluable 
to their customer base will thrive. The most successful 
marketplaces will differentiate themselves by finding 
new ways to delight their customer base by offering 
complementary value-added services, as well as physical 
products. They will also be able to generate ancillary 
revenue streams with margins higher than those solely 
from facilitating just products.

This could involve exclusive content and reviews, gift-
wrapping services, personalized products, custom gift 
messaging, personal shoppers, or the chance to earn 
loyalty points that can be redeemed on the marketplace 
or in its stores. 

On the other side of the equation, there are also services 
directed at third-party sellers including fulfilment, 
advertising, and financing for a fee. The marketplace 
operator can also offer data insight to sellers, such 
as their search and category ranking, pricing trends, 
and customer ratings. All of this information is value 
added for sellers and allows them to improve their 
competitiveness in the marketplace.

The most successful 
marketplaces will differentiate 
themselves by finding new ways 
to generate revenues from 
value-added services.”

“
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Potential for data-informed growth
You can learn a lot about customers when they browse and purchase through a 
marketplace. The more you sell thanks to your marketplace, the more data you 
accumulate, which can also help businesses optimize their operations, while 
behavioral data allows corporations to support greater personalization. 

Marketplaces also allow businesses to test creative approaches, particularly 
during certain times of the year such as Christmas or Black Friday. Thanks 
to the ability to add new third-party sellers very quickly, retailers operating a 
marketplace can add new products in preparation for a seasonal shopping 
period or at the drop of a hat in response to a new, unpredicte trend.

Test international expansion
Marketplaces allow retailers to expand their international footprint efficiently by 
onboarding local sellers in new geographies and markets. This is particularly 
helpful in a world where consumers are increasingly demanding sustainable, 
locally sourced products. In addition, by onboarding local sellers, marketplaces 
can tailor their product mix to the local market. At the same time, businesses can 
learn from the data on local usage. This allows operators to customize and fine-
tune their local offerings.

Certainly, marketplaces can be scaled up easily, they are agile and can offer 
extra capacity easily.

The more you sell, the more data you 
accumulate, which can also help businesses 
optimize their operations.
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Showcasing marketplaces
At first, getting cut out of the customer relationship is a common concern for 
third-party sellers, especially if their experience has been selling on giants like 
Amazon. 

But the advantages outweigh these fears. For small third-party sellers and start-
ups, customer acquisition costs can be high, so plugging into the large traffic 
flows found on marketplaces makes good business sense. The kind of traffic that 
marketplaces achieve would be too costly to create. Established marketplaces 
allow Direct To Consumer (DTC) third-party sellers to build market share without 
the traditional costs of launching a new online store.

It also enables DTC brands to see how receptive markets are to new products 
without major launches, PR, and marketing spend. Sellers can also join 
ecosystems such as Mirakl Connect to connect with partners and marketplaces 
operators around the world and accelerate their marketplace activity.

• Access to a large established and often loyal customer base

• Buyer trust is already established for new brand entrants 

•  High SEO rankings due to search engines like Google working with 
marketplaces

• Personalized experiences offer the most relevant products to shoppers 

• Loyalty programs that help customers make repeat purchases 

• Value-added services such as fulfilment, financing, content, and reviews

BENEFITS OF SELLING ON A MARKETPLACE 
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About Mirakl
Mirakl offers the industry’s first and most advanced enterprise marketplace 
SaaS platform. With Mirakl, organizations across B2B and B2C industries can 
launch marketplaces faster, grow bigger, and operate with confidence as 
they exceed rising customer expectations. Platforms are the new competitive 
advantage in eCommerce, and the world’s most trusted brands choose Mirakl 
for its comprehensive solution of technology, expertise, and the Mirakl Connect 
ecosystem to unlock the power of the platform business model for them. As a 
result, companies like Astore by AccorHotels, Best Buy Canada, Carrefour, Catch, 
Changi Airport, Darty, Decathlon, The Kroger Co., Leroy Merlin, Maisons du Monde, 
Metro, and Toyota Material Handling gain the speed, scale and agility to win in the 
changing eCommerce landscape. For more information: www.mirakl.com

Interested in launching a marketplace?  
Take the first step on your marketplace journey today:  www.mirakl.com/lets-talk

ABOUT MERKLE 

Merkle, a dentsu company, is a leading data-driven customer experience 
management (CXM) company that specializes in the delivery of unique, 
personalized customer experiences across platforms and devices. For more than 
30 years, Fortune 1000 companies and leading nonprofit organizations have 
partnered with Merkle to maximize the value of their customer portfolios. The 
company’s heritage in data, technology, and analytics forms the foundation for its 
unmatched skills in understanding consumer insights that drive hyper-personalized 
marketing strategies. Its combined strengths in performance media, customer 
experience, customer relationship management, loyalty, and enterprise marketing 
technology drive improved marketing results and competitive advantage. With 
more than 14,000 employees, Merkle is headquartered in Columbia, Maryland, 
with 50+ additional offices throughout the Americas, EMEA, and APAC. For more 
information, contact Merkle at 1-877-9-Merkle or visit www.merkleinc.com.
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